HT2

Goal
• Engage US accounting firm to incorporate
the Company’s tax policies in the US
• Advise on US position while collaborating
with HT2’s UK accountants
• Partner with a firm with demonstrated
ability to understand and handle a wide
scope of US-based accounting, tax and
finance issues

Approach
• Retain Dyke Yaxley to serve as US advisor
working in cooperation with HT2’s UK
accounting team

Results
• Dyke Yaxley helps HT2 to manage its
global effective tax rate to 20%.
• The Dyke Yaxley team provided immediate
responses to address situations swiftly,
effectively and thoughtfully while also
establishing a relationship grounded in
mutual respect, trust and genuine concern
for the overall well-being of the business

Data
Bank

HT2 manages its global effective tax rate to
20% and optimizes its business position
thanks to Dyke Yaxley
Established in 2000 as an e-learning company, HT2
has transformed itself into a learning technology
company enabling continuous learning as a
fundamental part of working life. The Company,
which encompasses both HT2 Ltd (UK) and HT2 Inc.
(USA), is recognized for its innovative approach to
game-based and social learning.
HT2 provides customised learning technology development, enterprise
services and consulting services to clients around the globe in a broad
spectrum of industries including Xerox, the University of San Diego and
the Indiana CPA Society.

Overview
With approximately 50% of the world’s
demand for online learning originating
in the US and HT2’s customer base
continuing to grow, the Company
identified a need to incorporate its
business in the US.

Challenge
COMPANY

HT2 Ltd (UK) and HT2 Inc. (USA)

NATURE OF
BUSINESS

Develops and delivers online
learning technology

MAIN
PRODUCT

Custom learning technology
software development, enterprise
services and consulting services;
Products (Curatr, Learning Locker)

CUSTOMERS Product and professional service
companies around the globe
LOCATIONS

Oxford, UK / San Diego, US

WEB SITE

ht2.co.uk

Hire a qualified accounting firm that understands
US, UK and trans-Atlantic tax structures to assist
HT2 in establishing the Company’s first US office
as well as initiate its long term US tax policies.
HT2 needed an experienced accounting firm to
help it navigate through unchartered territory
as it expanded its business operations in the

US. Understanding not only US accounting
strategies but also integrating HT2’s US & UK
business operations and tax positions were
additional requirements.

Approach
Retain an accounting firm knowledgeable in
US-based and trans-Atlantic accounting, tax and
finance solutions while effectively collaborating
with its existing UK accounting firm.
After being recommended by HT2’s UK
accountants and conducting an initial
meeting, HT2 hired Dyke Yaxley. HT2 was
impressed with the firm’s depth of
experience, broad scope of operational
knowledge and resources, business savvy in
developing business-focused solutions and
emphasis on client service.
Continue reading...
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HT2

“

We needed a team that would help us optimize our business position

and deal with our tax situations swiftly, effectively and with careful
thought. We also wanted a team that would work well with our existing
accountants. We got that, and more, from our partnership with the DY
team… including relationships with a great team of people we enjoy
working with and respect on the professional and personal levels.

— Alan Betts, Chief Learning Officer, HT2

Results

“

respect, trust and genuine concern for the
overall well-being of the business.

Dyke Yaxley worked seamlessly with HT2 and
its UK-based accounting firm to address the
Company’s immediate issues and provided
tangential solutions by taking a holistic view of
HT2’s tax and accounting situations. HT2 was
able to optimize its business position and with
a resulting global tax rate of 20%.
Dyke Yaxley’s team worked closely with HT2’s
finance director, ensuring the monthly accounts
were prepared within several weeks of the
month end. The Dyke Yaxley team also displayed
its business savvy by recommending business
and tax solutions and incorporating their broad
knowledge base to address issues like payroll,
state tax issues and general business guidance.
The team applied a group perspective in
various situations and immediate responses to
address situations swiftly, effectively and
thoughtfully. The Dyke Yaxley team was able to
establish relationships with HT2 and the UK
accounting firm that were grounded in mutual

According to HT2, the Dyke Yaxley team has
exceeded the Company’s client service
expectations – the team keeps in touch and
checks in without being overbearing, offers a
breadth of insights, delivers solutions in a wider
sphere beyond the initial engagement and
consistently displays a superior level of
helpfulness, attentiveness and friendliness,
which sets Dyke Yaxley apart.
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▪ US & UK Business Tax Services

▪ UK VAT Tax Planning & Compliance

▪ US & UK Individual Tax Services

